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a b s t r a c t
Using simple systemswith a notion of discrete deterministic evolution over time, we study
discrete causality via tools from theoretical computer science and logic. We consider the
set of all representations (i.e. partial descriptions) of such systems, from algebraic, domain-
theoretic, and categorical viewpoints.
The order theory introduced, is based in the notion of comparing high-level and low-
level descriptions of the same system. This is shown to give a Complete Partial Orderwhere
the down-closure of each element is a locale.
This partial order has a very close connection to a categorical construction known as
the ‘particle-style’ trace, via analogues of domain-theoretic equations. Thus, the trace may
be thought of as the computation of suprema in this partial order. As a sample application,
we show how to construct algebraic models of space-bounded Turing machines in these
terms, and derive compositionality from the abstract properties of the trace.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
This paper is a study of a simple notion of discrete causality, using tools from domain theory, category theory, and other
areas of theoretical computer science. We axiomatise causality in terms of structures that we call Abstract Machines. These
simply consist of a set of configurations, and a partial deterministic rule called the primitive evolution that, given a current
configuration, specifies the unique next configuration (provided it exists).
Although such a definition has been given many times under many names in theoretical computer science and other
subjects,1 we emphasise that Abstract Machines themselves need not be explicitly computational devices — rather, we are
using them as a simple notion of causality, in order to use tools from theoretical computer science to study causality itself.
The programme of using tools from theoretical computer science to study this formof causalitywas started in [25], where
a very restricted case was considered — this paper considers the general case. For an Abstract Machine, we consider the set
of all partial functions that provide a (generally incomplete, or partial) description of its behaviour. We refer to this set (in
fact, semigroup) as themachine semantics. We then consider the structure of this semigroup, including how these competing
representations of the Abstract Machine may be compared with each other — we use order-theoretic methods to contrast
‘high-level’ and ‘low-level’ descriptions of its behaviour. This gives a rich order theory, based on Complete Partial Orders
and locales.
We then consider connections between this order theory, and the particle-style, or iterative categorical trace. The particle-
style trace is shown to satisfy properties very similar to an order-theoretic supremum, and is exactly the computation of the
supremum of a naturally defined sub-lattice when restricted to the order-theoretic case.
I Expanded version of the talk ‘Random thoughts on Abstract Machines’ presented at the Bellairs Research Center (Barbados, March 2006).∗ Tel.: +44 904 433378.
E-mail address: peter.hines@cs.york.ac.uk.
1 For example, we refer to [39] for unlabelled transition systems, and the apposite comment that, ‘Of course, such an idea is hardly new, and examples can
be found in any book on automata or formal languages’.
0304-3975/$ – see front matter© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. An Abstract Machine as a directed graph.
As an example application, we study algebraic models of space-bounded Turing machines in these terms. Although
algebraic models have previously been derived by a brute-force analysis [24], the framework of CPOs and the particle-style
trace, demonstrates why both the particle-style trace, and the corresponding Geometry of Interaction construction, appear
in this seemingly unrelated context. The abstract properties of the trace also give compositionality of these algebraicmodels
for free, using the same categorical structures commonly used to model confluence in logical systems.
2. Definitions
The basic definitions below are taken from [25]. However, the terminology and notation used has changed somewhat,
for clarity.
Definition 1 (Abstract Machines, Configurations, the Primitive Evolution). An Abstract Machine, or A.M., consists of a set X
of configurations, together with a partial function P : X → X called the primitive evolution. We will often treat P as a
(special type of) relation — in particular, the transitive closure of P plays a vital rôle in this paper.
Abstract Machines may be drawn as directed graphs, as shown in Fig. 1, although not all directed graphs specify an Abstract
Machine. We use such diagrams throughout, to illustrate key concepts.
As the definition of an Abstract Machine is very broad, a wide range of computational examples are available:
Examples.
(1) (Deterministic) Turing machines — a configuration is a specification of the tape contents, together with the position and
label of the machine head. The primitive evolution is given by the transition rule for the T.M.
(2) Assorted variants on deterministic state machines (finite state/two-way/Mealy automata, space/time bounded T.M.s,
&c.). These can be given (as in [24]) as special cases of (1).
(3) Cellular automata — a configuration is a specification of the contents of every cell, and the primitive evolution is given
by the neighbourhood rule.
(4) Universal register machines — a configuration is the contents of all registers, and the primitive evolution is immediate.
(5) von Neumann computers — a configuration is a specification of the memory contents, and the primitive evolution is
given by the fetch-execute cycle. We will use this as the canonical example of an Abstract Machine, in order to motivate
various general definitions.
(6) A quantum computer executing Grover’s algorithm. A configuration is a specification of the contents of the quantum
registers, and the primitive evolution is the ‘inversion about the mean’ unitary map.2
(7) The linear combinators of [4]. This follows from the intuition of the trace on partial functions (see Section 7) as ‘a particle
moving through a labelled network’ [1], and an exact specification of the configurations and primitive evolution is an
interesting, non-trivial exercise.
Although the above are all computational examples, any system that evolves in deterministic discrete steps may be
considered as an Abstract Machine. Sometimes, as in (5) and (6) above, the distinction between computational and physical
examples is somewhat blurred & some authors (notably [46]) claim that such a distinction is entirely arbitrary.
An interesting non-example is that of the pure untyped lambda calculus. It is tempting to think of lambda-terms as
configurations, and β-reduction as the primitive evolution. However, arbitrary λ-terms can be reduced in many different
ways, so we do not have a deterministic partial function to act as the primitive evolution. Given a fixed deterministic
reduction strategy, λ-calculus may be treated as an Abstract Machine, but this clearly misses much of the interesting
structure of β-reduction.
2.1. Tools to study Abstract Machines
The above definition of a set, together with a partial function acting on it, is of course not original. This paper differs in
the questions we ask, and hence the tools used, in the study of these structures. We now make a few basic definitions:
2 There are, as may be expected, various subtleties in this example. It is considered further in Section 10.
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Definition 2 (The ;Relation, Representations, Machine Semantics). LetM = (X,P ) be an Abstract Machine. The relation
;on X is defined to be the transitive closure of the primitive evolution, so ;= ⋃∞n=1 P n. This is the smallest binary
relation satisfying:
• P (x) = y implies that y ;x
• c ;b and b ;a implies that c ;a.
We read v ;u as, ‘u leads to v.
A representation ofM is a partial function η : X → X satisfying y = η(x) implies y ;x (i.e. the diagonal representation
of η is a subset of ;). Representations are far from unique — we observe that both the primitive evolutionP : X → X and
the nowhere-defined partial function 0X : X → X are representations ofM. The set of all representations ofM is called the
machine semantics forM, denoted [M].
The machine semantics is a subset of the set of all partial functions from X to itself. We demonstrate that it is also
closed under the usual composition and summation of partial functions (and hence is a semigroup enriched over an additive
structure).
Definition 3 (Composition and Summation of Partial Functions). Given partial functions f : X → Y and g : Y → Z , their
composite gf : X → Z is defined by
gf (x) =
{
g(f (x)) x ∈ dom(f ) and f (x) ∈ dom(g)
undefined otherwise.
An indexed family of partial functions {fi : X → Y }i∈I is summable exactly when dom(fi) ∩ dom(fj) = ∅ for all i 6= j. The






fi(x) x ∈ dom(fi)
undefined otherwise.
It is a standard result that composition distributes over summation, so given a summable family {fi}i∈I and arbitrary










We refer to [35] for detailed study of this summation, including a proof of distributivity, and applications in program
semantics of conditional iteration, and [27] for a demonstration that this summation arises from a genuine categorical
enrichment.
Lemma 4. LetM = (X,P ) be an A.M. Then
(1) [M] is closed under composition of partial functions, and hence is a semigroup with a zero.
(2) [M] is closed under the partial summation of Definition 3.
Proof. (1) (The fact that [M] is a semigroup is stated but not proved in [25]). Consider representations η, µ. If ηµ = 0X ,
then we are done, since 0X is by definition a representation. Whenµη 6= 0X , there exists some x ∈ X with η(x) = y and
µ(y) = z = µη(x). However, representations are characterised by the condition η(x) = y ⇒ y ;x. By definition, ;
is transitive, and so z ;x. Hence µη is also a representation ofM. Finally, the nowhere-defined partial function 0X is
trivially a representation ofM, and hence is a zero for this semigroup.






ηi(x) x ∈ dom(ηi)
undefined otherwise.




(x) ;x, and so this is also a representation. 
2.2. Representations of a von Neumann machine
For motivation, we now provide an example of distinct representations in a familiar setting. Using a von Neumann
machine, as the canonical example of an Abstract Machine, consider the following situation:
The von Neumannmachine is a desktop P.C., running a JAVA program, that is compiled into Interpreted Byte Code, and
executed on a chip based on the von Neumann architecture.
Various representations of this are shown in Fig. 2. These all describe, at different levels of generality, the same machine.
We have
(1) A complete step-by-step description of the execution,
(2) A low-level description of the processing,
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Fig. 2. Various representations of a von Neumann computer.
(3) A high-level description of the processing,
(4) A simple description of the input–output behaviour,
(5) A triviality, giving no information at all about the execution.
The overall aim of this paper is to compare such distinct representations of Abstract Machines, and provide systematic ways
of moving between them. However, we first require a formalisation of (4) above — i.e. a way of studying Abstract Machines
simply in terms of their input–output, or ‘black box’ behaviour.
3. The ‘input–output’ behaviour of an Abstract Machine
For an Abstract Machine M, we wish to consider those representations where the machine’s behaviour on ‘interior’
configurations is hidden — we may observe the start and end of computational paths, but not intermediate steps.
We first classify configurations according to whether they are interior to some computational path:
Definition 5 (The Interior & Boundary of an A.M.). LetM = (X,P ) be an A.M. We define the interior of the configuration
space OM(X) to be the set of elements given by
OM(X) = {x ∈ X : ∃u, v ∈ X such that v ;x ;u}.
The complement of the interior is the boundary of the configuration space, ∆M(X). This is the subset of all configurations
with either no image, or no pre-image, under anymember of themachine semantics.3 By definition, the configuration space
X is the (disjoint) union of its interior and its boundary, so X = OM(X) unionmulti ∆M(X).
We use this definition to axiomatise representations that hide the interior of computational paths:
Definition 6 (Black Box Representations, Black Box Semantics). A partial function η : X → X is called a black box
representation ofM when it is a representation whose domain and image are both contained in ∆M . Algebraically, this
is the condition η ⊆ 1∆MP+1∆M , where 1∆M is the partial identity on the boundary ofM.
We refer to the set of all black box representations ofM as the black box semantics forM, denoted (|M|) ⊆ [M]. This
may be characterised in terms of the composition of partial functions as (|M|) = 1∆M [M]1∆M .
When the primitive evolutionP is a black box representation, then so, trivially, are all other representations, and we say
thatM is a black box machine.
4. Representations as semantics for Abstract Machines
We have used the term semantics to denote the set of all representations of an Abstract Machine — the intention being
that the meaning of an Abstract Machine is to be found in the structure of this set (we contrast this with [39], where
both labelled and unlabelled transition systems provide semantics for more complex structures). However, for an Abstract
Machine (M = X,P ), various individual representations have an (admittedly very trivial) interpretation as in terms of
more traditional uses of the term ‘semantics’.
In [14], the operational semantics of a computer is defined as:
‘‘A set of rules specifying how the state of an actual or hypothetical computer changes while executing a program.
The overall state is typically divided into a number of components, e.g. stack, heap, registers etc. Each rule specifies
certain preconditions on the contents of some components and their new contents after the application of the rule.’’
For an Abstract MachineM = (X,P ), this can only be the primitive evolution P : X → X itself — however, it is a very
degenerate case in that the overall state is not split up in any way (see, however, Section 10), and there is exactly one rule
describing the state changes during execution.
3 This definition includes configurations that are neither in the domain nor the image of any representation as ‘boundary’ configurations. An analogy
may bemadewith the division of a concert intomusicians and audience, where for simplicity of classification the drummer is includedwith themusicians.
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Fig. 3. The primitiveness relation.
By distinction, [35] informally introduces the denotational semantics of a computer as,
‘‘By contrast to the operational semantics which traces all intermediate states in a computer program, denotational
semantics focuses on the input/output behaviour and ignores the intermediate states.’’
Again, this is almost trivial: any black box representation satisfies this informal specification. We will later show that the
set of all black box representations forms a lattice, so we take the top element of this lattice as the denotational semantics.
However, this is again a remarkably degenerate case — by contrast, we compare this with the use of fixed-point properties
in domain theory, to provide denotational semantics of recursively defined programs as given in (for example) [43].
If these two extremes were the only objects of study, there would be very little to say about semantics of Abstract
Machines. However, we have seen (at least, informally), that these two possibilities lie at opposite ends of a spectrum of
representations. Our claim is that there is non-trivial structure to be found in the structure of the set of all representations.
4.1. Comparing representations
Given an Abstract Machine, different representations provide differing levels of description of its behaviour, and one
description is often a special case of another. The following notion makes this precise:
Definition 7. Consider partial functions η, µ : X → X . We say that η ismore primitive than µ, written µ ≺ η when µ is
contained in the transitive closure of η,




Explicitly, this states that for all µ(c) = d, there exists some integer K > 0 such that µ(c) = d = ηK (c). Given an abstract
machineM = (X,P ), we may characterise the machine semantics using this relation as [M] = {η : η ≺ P }.
We give a graphical illustration of this relation in Fig. 3.
The aim is to study abstract machines and their machine semantics order-theoretically, using the primitiveness relation.
However, as we now demonstrate, primitiveness is simply a pre-order rather than a partial order.
Lemma 8. Given an abstract machine M = (X,P ), the primitiveness relation ≺ is a preorder on [M] but not, in general, a
partial order.
Proof. Consider arbitrary functions h, g, f ∈ [M]. The definition of transitive closure gives
f ⊆ g+ and g ⊆ h+ ⇒ f ⊆ h+.
Therefore≺ is a preorder on [M]. To show it is not in general reflexive, consider the abstract machine T with configuration
set X = {0, 1, 2}, and primitive evolutionP (n) = n+ 1 (mod 3). Then η(n) = n+ 2 (mod 3) is a distinct representation of
T satisfying P ≺ η and η ≺ P . Therefore≺ is not a partial order on [T ]. 
5. Cycle-free representations and cycle-free machines
We have shown in Lemma 8 that primitiveness is a pre-order, but not in general a partial order. There is, of course, a
natural quotient that takes a pre-order to a partial order; however, this identifies too much — for any abstract machine
with cyclic behaviour, this quotient maps all representations to partial identities (see Section 10 for why this is particularly
undesirable in the quantum setting).
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Instead, we consider naturally defined subsets of the machine semantics where (as we will show in Section 6)
primitiveness is indeed a partial order.
Definition 9 (Cycle-Free Representations, Cycle-Free Machines). LetM = (X,P ) be an Abstract Machine. A representation η
onM is called cycle-free exactlywhen ηN(x) 6= x for all x ∈ X andN > 0.We refer to the set of all cycle-free representations
ofM as the cycle-free semantics ofM, denoted [[M]]. Given a cycle-free representation η ∈ [[M]], it is immediate that for
all µ ≺ η, the representation µ is also cycle-free.
When the primitive evolution of an AbstractMachineM is cycle-free, we say thatM is a cycle-freemachine. From above,
all representations of a cycle-free A.M. are themselves cycle-free. Finally, note that black box representations are trivially
cycle-free, since η2 = 0X , for any black box representation η.
Although cycle-freeness is a very strong condition, that will determine a number of important properties, many questions
relating to cycle-freeness are undecidable (See Appendix A). In particular, whether or not a given representation is cycle-free
is undecidable in general (although for function f : X → X on a finite set, cycle-freeness is simply nilpotency — that is, the
condition f K = 0X , for some K ∈ N).
5.1. Algebraic properties of the cycle-free semantics
Recall from Lemma 4 that for an abstract machine [M] = (X,P ), the machine semantics forms a semigroup that is
enriched over the usual summation of partial functions. We now demonstrate that the cycle-free semantics [[M]] neither
forms a subsemigroup of [M], nor is closed under partial summation. However, there is a strong sense in which it generates
the whole of the machine semantics by taking its closure under these two operations.
Lemma 10. LetM = (X,P ) be an A.M. Then the subset [[M]] need not be closed under either the semigroup composition or the
partial summation. However, it is closed under integer powers, so η ∈ [[M]] implies that ηK ∈ [[M]] for all K > 0.
Proof. Given M, an A.M. with configuration set {0, 1} and primitive evolution given by R(i) = i + 1 (Mod 2), the
representations η0 and η1 given by restricting P to the domains {0} and {1} respectively are both cycle-free. However, the
composite η1η0 is the partial identity on {0}, and hence is not cycle-free. Similarly, the sum η0+eta1 exists, and η0+η1 = P ,
which is also not cycle-free.
To demonstrate closure under integer powers, observe that since [M] is a semigroup, ηK is a representation for all
η ∈ [[M]]. By definition of cycle-freeness, ηM(x) 6= x for all x ∈ X and M > 0. Therefore, for all K > 0, ηMK (x) 6= x,
for allM > 0, and so ηK is also cycle-free. 
In Appendix A, we strengthen the above result, and demonstrate that it is in general undecidable whether the sum or
composite of cycle-free representations is cycle-free.
Relating the cycle-free semantics, and the machine semantics. Although the cycle-free semantics [[M]] is a subset of the
addition-enriched semigroup [M], it is closed under neither composition nor partial summation. A natural question is then,
‘what is the closure of [[M]] in [M] under these two operations?’ In Appendix B, we demonstrate that the closure of [[M]]
gives the whole of [M], up to a technicality about how halting is defined. We use this result to justify studying abstract
machines via their cycle-free semantics, even when the machines themselves are not cycle-free.
6. The order theory of cycle-free semantics
We now study Abstract Machines via the order theory of their cycle-free semantics. We assume familiarity with lattice
theory and partial orders (including notions such as least upper, and greatest lower, bounds, top and bottom elements,
monotone functions, up- and down- closure, &.), and refer to [12] for a good exposition.
We first demonstrate that primitiveness is a partial order on the cycle-free semantics of an Abstract Machine:
Proposition 11. Let M = (X,P ) be an arbitrary Abstract Machine. Then the primitiveness relation is a partial order on the
cycle-free semantics [[M]], and the cycle-free semantics is the largest subset of [M] for which≺ is a partial order.
Proof. It is proved in [25] that the primitiveness relation ≺ is a partial order on the cycle-free semantics [[M]]. Note
also that adding any additional (non- cycle-free) representation to [[M]] will (from Lemma 8) cause it to contain distinct
representations η 6= µ satisfying η ≺ µ and µ ≺ η. Thus [[M]] is the greatest subset of [M] for which ≺ is a partial
order. 
We now demonstrate that the setting for this partial ordering on the cycle-free semantics is within the fields of locale
theory and domain theory.
Locale theory has straightforward origins in a point-free approach to topology. A locale is an partially ordered set
satisfying topologically motivated axioms:
Definition 12 (Locales). A locale is a distributive poset, with a top and a bottom element, that is closed under finite meets
and arbitrary joins.
The canonical example is of course the order theory of open sets on a topological space& locales are often known aspointless
topologies. Many topological results are applicable in the locale setting. We refer to [45] for applications to formal logic and
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theoretical computer science, and [31] for a good overview. We also refer to [29] for frames, which are simply locales with
a contravariant notion of morphism.
The original motivation for domain theory was [40] and the formal semantics for the pure, type-free, lambda calculus
(we refer to [5] for an overview of domain theory and lambda calculii). It is now a substantial area of study, ranging from
theoretical computer science topics, such as programming language semantics [41] and logical models [3], to causal sets
and the structure of space-time [37].
We reprise some basic definitions:
Definition 13. A chain Q of elements in a poset P is a totally ordered subset — i.e. a subset Q ≤ P satisfying:
q1 ≤ q2 or q2 ≤ q1,∀q1, q2 ∈ Q .
If every chain in P has a least upper bound, P is called chain-complete.
A function f between partially ordered sets (P,≤), (Q ,≤), is called continuous if it is monotone and preserves least
upper bounds of chains. The link with the usual topological definition of continuity is easy to establish.
A subset of a poset A ⊆ P is called a directed subset if, for all a, b ∈ A, there exists c ∈ A such that a, b ≤ c. If every
directed subset of P has a least upper bound, then P is called a directed-complete partial order or dcpo. When a DCPO also
has a least element, it is sometimes called a complete partial order, or cpo.
Given DCPOs P,Q , the set of continuous functions from P to Q is denoted by [P → Q ], and is itself a DCPO, with respect
to the pointwise ordering f ≤ g iff f (p) ≤ g(p) for all p ∈ P . When P and Q have bottom elements, then set of all bottom-
preserving continuous functions is denoted [P ⊥!→ Q ], and is itself a CPO.
CPOs need not be complex mathematical structures. An almost trivial example is the ‘flat CPO’, given by adjoining an
element⊥ to a set X , and defining x ≤ y iff x = y or x =⊥.
Another useful partial ordering often considered in domain theory is the inclusion ordering on partial functions. Given
partial functions f , g on a set X , then g ≤ f exactly when dom(g) ⊆ dom(f ) and f (x) = g(x) for all x ∈ dom(g).
The above inclusion ordering is related to the primitiveness relation as follows:
Lemma 14. For an arbitrary Abstract MachineM = (X,P ), the primitiveness relation is exactly the inclusion ordering on the
black box semantics (|M|).
Proof. Consider η, µ ∈ (|M|). The definition of primitiveness states that η ≺ µ exactly when, for all η(x) = y, there exists
some k > 0 such that µk(x) = y. However, as µ is a black box representation, this can only be satisfied when k = 1. Hence,
η ≺ µ ⇔ ∀η(x) = y, µ(x) = y, so dom(η) ⊆ dom(µ), and η(x) = µ(x), for all x ∈ dom(η). 
Corollary 15. Given an abstract machineM = (X,P ), then the black box semantics ((|M|),≺) together with the primitiveness
relation, is a lattice with bottom element ⊥ = 0X , and top element > = 1∆MP+1∆M , where 1∆M is the partial identity on the
boundary.
Proof. The fact that ((|M|),≺) is closed under meets and joins, and has 0X as a bottom element follows from Lemma 14
above. By definition of the boundary of an AM,> = 1∆MP+1∆M is a function satisfying> ≺ P and so is a representation
ofM. By construction, it is also a black box representation, and from Definition 6 any black box representation η ∈ (|M|)
satisfies η ≺ >. 
We now present the main result of this section: that the cycle-free semantics of an Abstract Machine, together with the
primitiveness partial ordering, forms a Complete Partial Order4 where the down-closure of every element is a locale.
Theorem 16. LetM = (X,P ) be an A.M.. The cycle-free semantics [[M]], together with the primitiveness partial order ≺, is a
CPO where the down-closure of any element forms a locale.
Proof. We split this proof into two parts. We first demonstrate that [[M]] is a CPO, and then demonstrate that the down-closure
of every element is a locale.
(1) ([[M]],≺) is a CPO
We have already seen that ([[M]],≺) is a poset with bottom element. It remains to show that every directed subset has
a least upper bound. We show this via the result of [30,36], that a partially ordered set is a DCPO exactly when every
chain has a least upper bound (although note that this result relies on the axiom of choice).
Given an infinite chain of representations
C = {· · · ≺ ηi ≺ ηi+1 ≺ ηi+2 ≺ · · · } ⊆ [[M]].
Our claim is that this has a supremum, sup(C) ∈ [[M]].
Consider ηi defined at a configuration x ∈ X . By definition, ηi+1, ηi+2, . . . are all defined at x. Let us also assume that
x has been chosen such that an infinite number of these {ηk}∞k=i are distinguishable at x — i.e. there exists an infinite
4 In fact, a stronger result is available, and ([[M]],≺)may be shown to be a Scott Domain. See Section 10 for more details of this result.
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subset J = {j1 < j2 < j3 < · · · } ⊆ [i,∞) such that ηj(x) 6= ηj′(x) for all j 6= j′ ∈ J , and observe that such an xmust exist
if C does not have an upper bound.
By definition of the≺ partial order, there exist integers {k1, k2, k3, . . .}, all greater than 1, such that
ηj1(x) = ηk1j2 (x)
ηj2(x) = ηk2j3 (x)
ηj3(x) = ηk3j4 (x)
...
Composing gives that
ηj1(x) = ηk1j2 (x) = η
k2k1
j3
(x) = ηk3k2k1j4 (x) = · · · .
By definition of the primitiveness partial order, there exists some finite integer N > 0 such that P N(x) = ηj1(x) and
PM(x) 6= ηj1(x) for all 0 < M < N . However, the above gives a series of lower bounds on N by
N ≥ k1, N ≥ k2k1, N ≥ k3k2k1, . . .
and the assumption that kn > 1 for all n = 1, 2, 3, . . . is a contradiction of the fact that N is a finite integer.
We now use the above result to construct a partial function L : X → X that we claim is a cycle-free machine
representation, and the least upper bound of the chain C = {· · · ≺ ηi ≺ ηi+1 ≺ ηi+2 ≺ · · · }. Consider an arbitrary
configuration x ∈ X .
• If η(x) is undefined, for all η ∈ C, then we take L to be undefined at x.
• Alternatively, we form the subset Dx = {η : η ∈ C and η(x) is defined}. Since C is a chain, so is Dx. Therefore
Dx may be indexed by some ordered subset J ⊆ Z. Now chose some arbitrary j ∈ J . By the result above, the set
{η(x) : ηj ≺ η and η ∈ Dx} is finite, so there exists some minimal k ∈ J such that ηk(x) = ηk′(x), for all k ≤ k′ ∈ J .
We then define L(x) = ηk(x).
We now demonstrate that L is a cycle-free representation. It is immediate that it is a representation since for any
x ∈ dom(L), there exists some cycle-free representation η such that L(x) = η(x). This implies that L(x) ;x, and so L is a
machine representation. Cycle-freeness follows from the cycle-freeness of η, since L(x) 6= ηK (x) 6= x for all K > 1 and
so LM(x) 6= x for allM > 1.
To show that L is an upper bound of C, observe that given η ∈ C and arbitrary x ∈ dom(η), there exists some µ ∈ C
such that η ≺ µ, and L(x) = µ(x), Therefore, by definition of ≺, there exists an integer N ≥ 1 such that LN(x) = η(x).
However, as x is an arbitrary member of dom(η), we deduce that for all η(x) = y, there exists some N ≥ 1 such that
LN(x) = y, and hence η ≺ L. Therefore, C ≺ L, and so L is an upper bound for C.
To show that this is a least upper bound, assume there exists some cycle-free representation E ∈ [[M]] with
C ≺ E ≺ L. Given arbitrary x ∈ dom(L), then x ∈ dom(E) by definition of ≺, and by definition of L there exists
some µ ∈ C such that x ∈ dom(µ).
Now consider Dx = {η : η ∈ C and η(x) is defined }. By definition, this is non-empty, and we have seen that it
may be indexed by a subset of Z, soDx = {ηj}j∈J⊆Z and ηj ≺ ηj′ for all j ≤ j′ ∈ J . We have already seen in the definition
of L that there exists some minimal k ∈ J such that ηk(x) = ηk′(x) for all k ≤ k′ ∈ J . Therefore, by definition of≺, there
exist integersM,N ≥ 1 such that
• ηk(x) = EM(x)
• E(x) = LN(x).
By definition of L we know that L(x) = ηk(x), and so by cycle-freeness of E, L, ηk ∈ [[M]], we deduce M = N = 1, and
hence E = L, as required. Therefore L is the least upper bound of C, and we may write L =∨C.
We have now shown that for every chain C ⊆ [[M]] of cycle-free representations, there exists a least upper bound.
Hence by the result of [30] we deduce that ([[M]],≺) is a directed-complete partial order. Finally, it also has a bottom
element 0X , and hence is a complete partial order (CPO).
(2) For arbitrary η ∈ [[M]], the down-closure η ↓⊆ [[M]] is a locale.
It is proved in [25] that for a cycle-free machine, the machine semantics forms a Heyting algebra, closed under arbitrary
meets and finite joins. We add the additional observation that (as shown in [31]) this locale structure implies both the
distributivity and relative pseudocomplements demonstrated in [25].
To make the connection with an arbitrary abstract machine M = (X,P ), consider any cycle-free representation
η ∈ [[M]], and define the abstract machineN = (X, η). This is a cycle-free machine, and from [25], ([N ],≺) is a locale.
Finally, note that [N ] is exactly the down-closure of η, and hence the down-closure of an arbitrary element of [[M]] is a
locale. 
We refer to the above Complete Partial Order as the primitiveness CPO ofM, or simply the primitiveness CPO when the
context is clear.
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Interpretation. The proof that the cycle-free semantics of an A.M. is a CPO is, even with the simplification provided by [30]
somewhat obscure. Intuitively, it is simply a consequence (or perhaps, axiomatisation) of the fact that an A.M. is required
to evolve in discrete steps. Moving upward in the partial order given by the primitiveness relation, interprets as taking a
finer-grained analysis of computational paths (see Fig. 3 for a graphical illustration of this fact). However, as A.M.s evolve
from one configuration to another in discrete steps, a subdivision of computational paths cannot be continued indefinitely.
Directed-completeness can thus be interpreted in terms of (avoiding) Zeno’s paradox [44].
Logical and computational interpretations of partial orders.. In [25], the machine semantics of a cycle-free machine was given
a logical interpretation, as a Heyting algebra (i.e. the Lindenbaum–Tarski algebra of an intuitionistic logic). In fact, as noted
above, it is a locale, a very special kind of Heyting algebra. We refer to [31] for logical and computational interpretations.
This interpretation may be taken seriously, in that each representation may be treated as a (true) proposition about the
behaviour of an Abstract Machine. A representation η ∈ [M] is equivalent to the proposition:
‘‘GivenM in configuration x, it will at some later point be in configuration η(x), for all x ∈ dom(η).’’
Although we do not explore this approach in detail, Theorem 16 demonstrates that (at least for cycle-free machines) the
appropriate logic for reasoning about such propositions is intuitionistic logic, and (from analysing the proof of [25]) the
failure of infinite conjunction is due to the fact that for fixed x, η states that there is a finite length computational path
η(x) ;x.
For computational interpretations of intuitionistic logic, via the Curry–Howard isomorphism, we refer to (for example)
[42], or [34] for a categorical viewpoint. Complete partial orders, and particularly Scott domains, also have a long-established
connection with both denotational semantics and computation, as noted in Sections 4 and 6. However, we now establish
close connections between the machine semantics, the primitiveness relation, and the primitiveness CPO of an Abstract
Machine, and a strongly computational operation more traditionally associated with category theory, linear logic, and the
Geometry of Interaction — the (particle-style) categorical trace.
7. Category theory and machine semantics
We now demonstrate a close connection between the primitiveness relation and the order-theoretic results established,
and a categorical construction known as the particle-style trace. This construction was introduced in [32,1] and is an
axiomatisation of notions of feedback or self-reference. Its logical and computational interpretations have since beenworked
through by many authors, in the context of linear logic [15] and the Geometry of Interaction program [16,17] in [1,23,20,
21], transductions [1], state machines [24], lambda calculus [11], combinatory logic [4], and quantum computation [27].
We refer to [9,22] for a fuller overview. We also emphasise that the above references are about the particle-style trace (and
simply provide a random cross-section, rather than a comprehensive account). We discuss the alternative wave-style trace
in Section 10.
Recall the intuition of the primitiveness relation as ‘viewing the same computational device at different levels of
generality or abstraction’, Section 6. Based on this intuition, we demonstrate that the particle-style trace on partial functions
maybe thought of domain-theoretically, as the process of a (controllable, finely graded)movement downwards5 in the partial
order of the primitiveness CPO.
From the example of Section 2.2, this is analogous to the process of forming high-level languages — recall the intuition
that a program described at the level of byte-code is strictly more primitive than one described at the level of JAVA. The
extreme case of this is a method of moving from a step-by-step description of a computation (i.e. the operational semantics)
to the input–output-behaviour (i.e. the denotational semantics). We demonstrate how this may be applied to the study of
space-bounded Turing machines in Section 9.
7.1. Categorical preliminaries
We first describe the categorical approach to matrix representations, and the theory of the (particle-style) categorical
trace. However, we restrict ourselves to the category of partial functions.
Given a partial function between two sets, f : X → Y , it is by now almost folklore that it can be written as a matrix of
partial functions.
Theorem 17. Consider sets X, Y , Z, decomposed into disjoint unions of subsets:
X = X1 unionmulti X2 unionmulti . . . Xl
Y = Y1 unionmulti Y2 unionmulti . . . Ym
Z = Z1 unionmulti Z2 unionmulti . . . Zn
5We note the stark contrast with the usual description of computation in domain theory, where a least fixed point is calculated by moving upwards in
a CPO, using the fixed-point formula, Fix(F) = Supn≥0{F n(⊥)}.
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then partial functions f : X → Y and g : Y → Z may be written as matrices
f =
 f11 · · · f1l... . . . ...
fm1 · · · fml
 , g =
f11 · · · f1m... . . . ...
fn1 · · · fnm

where
fij : Xj → Yi, gpq : Yq → Zp





where the summation is as given in Definition 3.
Proof. This is a simple consequence of the categorical theory of quasi-projections and quasi-inclusions, as given in [20]. We
restrict ourselves to the special case of sets and partial functions:

































These satisfy the conditions
l∑
i=1





1Xi i = j
0XjXi otherwise.
Therefore, given an arrow f : X → Y , we may write
f =
 f11 · · · f1l... . . . ...
fm1 · · · fml

where fij is given by fij = piif ιj : Xj → Yi.
Then observe that the composite
pijιi =
{
1 i = j
0 otherwise
acts as the Kronecker delta; hence quasi-projections and quasi-inclusions may be thought of as a categorical splitting of δij.
From this point, either direct calculation, or the proof presented in [20] will demonstrate that the familiar formula formatrix
composition holds. 
We refer to [27] for extensions of the above theory to a wider setting — in particular, a categorical description of matrix
representations in categories of vector and Hilbert spaces.
So far, this merely says that, by dividing up the configuration space of an Abstract Machine into subsets, we may use a
matrix calculus for composing machine representations. However, the existence of matrix representations for arrows in a
category allows us to consider a categorical construction known as the iterative or particle-style trace.6We first present this
as an abstract algebraic operation on sets and partial functions, give the general categorical properties it satisfies, and then
demonstrate a strong connection with machine semantics.
6 In this paper, we consider a specific example of a categorical trace, in a single category.We refer to [32] for the full theory of traced and tortilemonoidal
categories, [1] for categorical traces based on either domain-theoretic constructions or iteration, and the appendix of [27] for the minimal set of conditions
required on the notion of summation.
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Fig. 4.Matrices as digraphs.
Fig. 5.Matrix digraph with feedback.
Given a partial function F : AunionmultiU unionmulti B→ X unionmultiU unionmulti Y , the particle-style trace has the intuition of ‘eliminating the behaviour







with the row/column to be eliminated shown in bold. Graphically, wemay draw this matrix as a directed digraph, as shown
in Fig. 4.
The elimination process is then (intuitively) the introduction of a feedback loop, to give an arrow from Aunionmulti B to X unionmulti Y , as
shown in Fig. 5.
A formal definition of this construction is usually given in terms of eliminating the lower/right row and column of a
2 × 2 matrix: we follow this convention, and explain why this is can be considered to be a sufficiently general case in the
discussion of Theorem 19.





. The trace of F from X to Y is
given by
TrU(F) = f11 +
∞∑
i=0
f12f i22f21 : X → Y
where the summation is again simply the set-theoretic union of partial functions given in Definition 3. We refer to [1,20,
23] for proofs that this summation is well-defined, and does indeed give a partial function. From these references we also
observe (for applications to the theory of reversible Abstract Machines), that this operation preserves reversibility — i.e. the
subcategory of partial reversible functions is closed under the particle-style trace.
Theorem 19. The particle-style trace on partial functions, described above, is a categorical trace in the sense of [32] or [1].
Proof. Instead of first setting up the categorical framework to allow us to talk about monoidal categories and categorical
traces in general, we list the properties that this trace satisfies that demonstrate it is indeed a categorical trace.
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(1) Naturality Given partial functions
f : X unionmulti U → Y unionmulti U, g : A→ X, h : Y → B
then
TrU(f )g = TrU(f (g unionmulti 1U)), hTrU(f ) = TrU((h unionmulti 1U)f ).
(2) Dinaturality Given partial functions
f : X unionmulti U → Y unionmulti V , g : V → U
then
TrU((1Y unionmulti g)f ) = TrV (f (1X unionmulti g)).
(3) Vanishing I Given a partial function f : X → Y , and the empty set ∅, then
Tr∅(f ) = f .
(4) Vanishing II Given f : X unionmulti U unionmulti V → Y unionmulti U unionmulti V , then
TrUunionmultiV (f ) = TrV (TrU(f )) = TrU(TrV (f )).
(5) Superposing Given f : X unionmulti U → Y unionmulti U and g : W → Z , then
g unionmulti TrU(f ) = TrU(g unionmulti f ).
(6) Yanking Let s : U unionmulti U → U unionmulti U be the canonical swap map, then
TrU(s) = 1U . 
7.1.0.1. Discussion. The axioms (1)–(6) above demonstrate why it is enough to give the categorical trace formula for
eliminating the lower right row/column of a 2 × 2 matrix. Axiom (4) (Vanishing II), tells us that a family of subsets can
be eliminated in any order, or simultaneously, without changing the result.7 Hence, it is enough to present a formula for
eliminating a single row/column (or equivalently, a single shared subset). Axiom (2) (Dinaturality) and Axiom (6) (Yanking)
tell us that if wewish to eliminate the ith row/column of an (n×n)matrix F , we can pre- and post-compose F by a canonical
swap map, to interchange the ith row/column and the nth row/column, without changing the result. Therefore, it is enough
to present a formula for eliminating the single lower right row and column of a matrix — the general case follows from
Axioms (1)–(6).
8. The categorical trace, and the primitiveness CPO
We now establish a close connection between the particle-style categorical trace, and the partial order of the
primitiveness CPO of an Abstract Machine. However, machine representations are partial functions from a fixed
configuration set X to itself, whereas the categorical trace takes an arrow f : AunionmultiC → BunionmultiC to another arrow TrC (f ) : A→ B,
with different source and target. Because of this,wepresent a composition- and summation-preserving function fromarrows
of a category to arrows of a monoid, induced by the quasi-projections and quasi-inclusions of Theorem 17.
8.1. Inclusions of subsets and semigroup homomorphisms
The quasi-projection and quasi-injections that gave matrix representations of partial functions, also give a composition-
and summation-preserving function from arrows of a category to arrows of an endomorphism monoid of this category, as
follows:
Definition 20. Given a set X =⊎i∈I Xi, then for all i, j ∈ I we define amap pFun(Xi, Xj)→ pFun(X, X) by, for all f : Xi → Xj,
incij(f ) = ιjfpii : X → X
where ιi : Xi → X and pii : X → Xi are the quasi-projections and quasi-inclusions of Theorem 17. We also denote the image
of the identity functions 1Xi by ei = incii(1Xi).
We emphasise that although these functions preserve composition, they do not preserve identities — hence they are not
functors. They may of course be made into functors by taking the Karoubi envelope or idempotent closure of a monoid,
to give a more categorical account; however that is beyond the scope of this paper — when applied to the theory of
Abstract Machines, it also requires a significant shift away from the intuition of an evolution rule being a member of the
endomorphism monoid of some object of configurations.
We now give some trivial properties of these functions:
7 Although it is well beyond the scope of this paper, we observe the very close connection with either confluence or the Church–Rosser property, and refer
to a great deal of work (e.g. [3,10,11,21,23]) using categorical traces to implement reduction in either logics or lambda calculii.
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Lemma 21. (1) The family {incij} preserves compositions, so incjk(g)incij(f ) = incik(gf ) and hence incii is a semigroup
homomorphism.
(2) ei is idempotent, and ejei = 0X for all i 6= j ∈ I .






i∈I ei = 1X .
(5) Given an arrow F : X → X written in matrix form as F = (fij)i,j∈I , where fij = piiF ιj : Xj → Xi for all i, j ∈ I , then
incji(fij) = ejfjiei, and∑i,j∈I ejfjiei = F .
(6) Given arbitrary η : X → X, then eiη ≺ η and ηei ≺ η for all i ∈ I .
Proof. (1) Given f : Xi → Xj, and g : Xj → Xk, then
incjk(g)incij(f ) = ιkgpijιjfpii = ιjg1Xj fpii = ιkgfpii = incij(gf ).
Hence incii is a semigroup homomorphism.
(2) As incii is a semigroup homomorphism,
eiei = incii(1Xi)incii(1Xi) = incii(1Xi1Xi) = incii(1Xi) = ei.
Also, eiej = ιipiiιjpij = ιi0Xpij = 0X , by definition of quasi-projections and quasi-inclusions.

























i∈I ιipii = 1X .















= 1XF1X = F .
(6) This follows from the definition of the primitiveness ordering and the observation that ei is a partial identity on a subset
of X , since ei(x) = x for all x ∈ dom(ei) = im(ei). Hence ηei(x) is defined implies that η(x) is defined, and η(x) = ηei(x),
so ηei ≺ η. Similarly for eiη. 
8.2. Embedding traces into monoids
Wewish tomake a strong connection between the particle-style trace onpartial functions, and the primitiveness relation.
However, as the primitiveness relation compares elements of the same endomorphism monoid in a category, we require
the following definition:
Definition 22. Given a partial function F : X → X , where X = A unionmulti B, we define the resolution ResB(F) of F as
ResB(F) = incAA(TrB(F)) : X → X











The terminology ‘Resolution’ above comes directly from Girard’s Geometry of Interaction series of papers [16,17]. We
emphasise that Girard’s ‘resolution formula’ has long been known to be an example of a categorical trace (we refer to [9] for
an overview); our embedding of a trace into a monoid is close to the way Girard originally presented his resolution formula.








where eA, eB are the partial identities on X given in Lemma 21.
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(2) Given F : unionmultii∈IXi → unionmultii∈IXi, then
ResXp(ResXq(F)) = ResXq(ResXp(F)) = ResXpunionmultiXq(F) ∀p, q ∈ I.
Given the importance of this property in the following sections, we refer to it as the confluence property for resolution.




















piAF ιB(piBF ιB)ipiBF ιA
)






piAF ιB(piBF ιB)ipiBF ιA
)
piA.
By distributivity of composition over summation,




and expanding out the summation gives
ResB(F) = eAFeA + eA(FeB)FeA + eA(FeB)2FeA + eA(FeB)3FeA + · · · .
Therefore ResB(F) =∑∞i=0 eAF(eBF)ieA =∑∞i=0 eA(FeB)iFeA as required.
(2) This follows from Axiom (4) (Vanishing II) for a categorical trace (Theorem 19), and the fact that inc( ) preserves both
composition and summation. 
8.3. The particle-style trace and Abstract Machines
Wenow consider the interaction of the tracewith themachine semantics, and primitiveness CPO, of an AbstractMachine.
The first, almost immediate, result is closure of both the machine semantics and the cycle-free semantics are closed under
this operation.
Theorem 24. LetM = (X,P ) be an A.M. where X = Aunionmulti B. Then both the machine semantics [M] and the cycle-free semantics
[[M]] are closed under ResB( ).
Proof. • Closure of the machine semantics Let η ∈ [M] be an arbitrary representation. By Lemma 23, ResB(η) =∑∞
i=0 eAη(eBη)ieA. Therefore, ResB(η)(x) = y implies that there exists some K ≥ 0 such that y = eAη(eBη)K eA(x).
However, eA and eB are partial identities on X , so y = ηK+1(x), and hence ResB(η) is a representation satisfying
ResB(η) ≺ η.
• Closure of the cycle-free semantics Let η ∈ [[M]] be a cycle-free representation. We have seen that ResB(η)(x) = y =
ηN(x), for some N > 0. By definition of cycle-freeness, ηK (x) 6= x, for all x ∈ X and K > 0. Hence, ResB(η)(x) 6= x for all
x ∈ X , and so ResB(η) is cycle-free. 
As well as the closure of both themachine semantics and the cycle-free semantics under the particle-style trace, we now
demonstrate that the particle-style trace acts like the computation of a supremum. However, this is a general result about
machine semantics, and the order-theoretic result is a special case. We first require some definitions:
Definition 25 (Generalised Down-closure, Down-closure in a Subset). LetM = (X,P ) be an Abstract Machine, and let η ∈
[M] be an arbitrary representation. We define the generalised down-closure of η, denoted η ↓ to be the set
η ↓= {µ ∈ [M] : µ ≺ η}.
We emphasise that in general, this is not an order-theoretic definition. However, when η is cycle-free, this is exactly the
order-theoretic down-closure of η in the CPO ([[M]],≺).
Now let the configuration set be divided as X = A unionmulti B, and let η be an arbitrary representation, as before. We define the
generalised down-closure of η in A to be the set
η ↓(A)= {µ ≺ η : dom(µ) ⊆ A ⊇ im(µ)}.
Note that this may be a subset of the cycle-free semantics, even when η itself is not cycle-free.
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Lemma 26. Let M = (X,P ) be an arbitrary Abstract Machine, where X = A unionmulti B. The following properties of generalised
down-closure are immediate:
(1) [M] = P ↓
(2) η ↓(X)= η ↓, for all η ∈ [M].
(3) In general, there does not exist some µ such that [[M]] = µ ↓.
(4) In general, η ↓(A) ∪ η ↓(B) 6= η ↓(AunionmultiB).
Proof. (1) and (2) are immediate from the definition. (3) follows since only the primitive evolution is more primitive than
every cycle-free representation, and so this identity only holds for cycle-free machines. For (4), a necessary and sufficient





: A unionmulti B →
A unionmulti B. 
We now establish the connection between the categorical trace, and generalised down-closure:
Theorem 27. LetM = (X,P ) be an arbitrary Abstract Machine and let X = A unionmulti B. Then for all η ∈ [M],
(1) ResB(η) ∈ η ↓(A)
(2) µ ≺ Res(B)(η), for all µ ∈ η ↓(A).
Proof. (1) We have seen in Theorem 24 that ResB(η) ≺ η. It is also immediate that the domain and image of ResB(η) are
contained in A ⊆ X . Hence ResB(η) ∈ η ↓(A).
(2) Consider arbitrary µ ∈ η ↓(A). We will demonstrate that for all µ(a) = a′, there exists some L > 0 such that
µ(a) = (ResB(η))L (a), and hence µ ≺ ResB(η).
As µ ≺ η, there exists some K > 0 such that µ(a) = ηK (a). Now denote the partial identities on the subsets A and B
by eA and eB respectively, as in Definition 20. It is immediate that eA = eB = 1X , so we may write
µ(a) = (eA + eB)η(eA + eB)η(eA + eB) . . . (eA + eB)η(eA + eB).
However, eAeB = 0X = eBeA, so we may simplify this expression as
µ(a) = eγ0ηeγ1ηeγ2 . . . eγK−1ηeγK where γi ∈ {A, B} ∀0 ≤ i ≤ K .
By the assumption that µ ∈ η ↓(A), we know that α0 = A = αK . Now consider the remaining αi, for 0 < i < K . If these
are all equal to B, then µ(a) = ResB(η)(a), since from Lemma 23, ResB(η) = eAηeA + eAηeBηeA + eAηeBηeBηeA + · · · .
Now consider the case where the αi are not all equal to B. Then we may write µ(a) as
µ(a) = eA(ηeB)K1ηeA(ηeB)K2ηeA . . . eA(ηeB)KLηeA
where Kj ≥ 0, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ L.
Using the idempotency of eA, we rewrite this as
µ(a) = eA(ηeB)K1ηeAeA(ηeB)K2ηeA . . . eA(ηeB)KLηeA
and bracket, to get
µ(a) = (eA(ηeB)K1ηeA)(eA(ηeB)K2ηeA) . . . (eA(ηeB)KLηeA).
Now compare these bracketed terms with the formula ResB(η) = eAηeA + eAηeBηeA + eAηeBηeBηeA + · · · . We deduce
that
µ(a) = (ResB(η))L(a)
and hence, as a is an arbitrary member of the domain of µ, we deduce that µ ≺ ResB(η), as required. 
The process of writing µ(a) = a′ as µ(a) = ResB(η)(a) = a′ is illustrated in Fig. 6. We emphasise that although we
have used an analogue of down-closure, and a relation that is a partial order in certain special cases, Theorem 27 itself is not
simply an order-theoretic result. The order-theoretic interpretation arises as a special case:
Corollary 28. LetM and η be as above, and further assume that the generalised down-closure of η in A is contained within [[M]].
Then η ↓(A) contains its supremum, and ResB(η) = Sup(η ↓(A)).
Proof. This follows simply from the fact that ≺, when restricted to cycle-free representations, is a partial order, and from
the definition of the supremum. Note that this result holds even when η itself is not cycle-free. 
A special case of Corollary 28 above now allows us to write the top element of the black box semantics in terms of a
categorical trace, rather than (as in Corollary 15) in terms of the transitive closure:
Corollary 29. LetM = (X,P ) be an A.M., with boundary∆M and interior OM . Then the black box semantics is given by
(|M|) = {ResOM (η) : η ∈ [M]}
and the top element of the black box semantics satisfies
sup((|M|)) = ResOM (P ).
Proof. Recall from Definition 5 that X = ∆M unionmulti OM , and – as an immediate consequence of their definition – black box
representations are cycle-free. The proof is then almost trivial from Corollary 28. 
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Fig. 6. Theorem 27, diagrammatically.
The trace and the transitive closure. Recall fromCorollary 15 that the top element of the black box semantics has an (arguably
much simpler) expression in terms of the transitive closure of the primitive evolution. The natural question is then whether
there is any advantage to using the trace formalism to describe this element? We now show (by example, although the
methods are general) that the abstract properties of the trace – in particular, the confluence, or vanishing II property –
have non-trivial consequences. Precisely, we use the categorical trace to describe algebraic models of space-bounded Turing
machines, and show that the confluence property of the trace corresponds to compositionality of these models.
9. A sample application — space-bounded Turing machines
Using the tools developed in the previous sectionswe now study space-bounded Turingmachines.We choose this example
for a number of reasons: algebraic models already exist and so provide a good test case. There are also notions of both
conditional iteration and compositionality, and there is also the (informal) idea that universal computation arises as a limiting
process, as we let the allowed tape length tend to infinity. Even in the bounded case, however, they are decidedly non-
trivial structures, and the question of whether the deterministic and non-deterministic versions can perform the same
computations (the ‘bounded P = NP?’ question) remains an outstanding open problem.
Our claim is that, once we have described a bounded Turing machine as an A.M., by giving the configurations, primitive
evolution, and boundary, the usual algebraic models arise in a routine way, as a consequence of Theorem 27. A description
of composition and proofs of properties such as associativity are also much easier, as simple properties of the categorical
trace.
9.1. Space-bounded Turing machines, definitions and dynamics
We assume familiarity with Turing machines, and refer to [19] for a good exposition. Informally, a bounded Turing
machine is then a Turing machine whose operating tape is restricted to the length of the input word.8
For a more formal definition, we follow the conventions of [24], based on the conventions of [7] for read-only Turing
machines. The distinction with other conventions, such as [19], is that the machine head of the space-bounded Turing
machine is assumed to be on the boundary of cells on the tape (i.e. between pairs of adjacent cells) rather than pointing
at a single cell. However, the translation between the two conventions is relatively straightforward.
Definition 30. A bounded Turing machine, or BTM, T is specified by the following data:
• a set A of alphabet symbols.
• a set S of state ormachine head labels.
• a direction indicator function dir : S → {left, right}. that is used to partition the state set into left-moving and right-
moving states by L = dir−1(left) and R = dir−1(right). Note that Q ∼= Lunionmulti R, so L∩ R = ∅, and determinism is preserved.






with the intuition that (for example) the component frl : A× L→ R× A describes the computations that start with the
machine head on the rhs of a cell, and finish with the machine head on the lhs of the same cell.
It is possible to give an explicit description of the evolution over time of a space-bounded Turingmachine from the data given
above, as in [24]. However, we will give this in the language of A.M.s and describe configurations and a primitive evolution
rule.
8We distinguish this concept from linear-bounded Turing machines, whose operating tape is a linear function of the input word. Although it is a classic
theorem of complexity theory that the two distinct classes of automata recognise the same formal languages, as A.M.s they are very different devices.
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Fig. 7. The anatomy of a bounded Turing machine.
9.2. Space-bounded Turing machines as Abstract Machines
It is implicit in the above definition that
(1) Ordering of the Cartesian product is used to describe position of the machine head. For example, the set S × A describes
the situationwhere themachine head is to the left of a tape cell, whereas A×S describes the situationwhere themachine
head is to the right of a tape cell.
(2) The transition function describes the behaviour of the BTM on a tape of length 1.
(3) The ‘left-moving’ and ‘right-moving’ states behave exactly as their names imply, so a machine head with a left-moving
label will move 1 step to the left, and similarly for right-moving states.
(4) (The principle of locality) The behaviour of F on a tape of length n = a + b can be deduced from the behaviour of F
on tapes of length a, b respectively, via the principles that (i) the action of a (bounded) Turing machine is entirely local,
and (ii) this local action uniquely determines the global action of the machine.
9.2.0.2. Convention. In the following subsections, wewill elide the Cartesian product symbol, andwrite (for example) AiSBj
for the set Ai × S × Bj. This is in order to simplify notation and diagrams, and the intended meaning is hopefully clear. We
will not adopt this convention for Cartesian products of functions, to avoid notational confusion with function composition.
9.2.0.3. Configurations of space-bounded Turingmachines. From (3) above, we see that given a bounded Turingmachine
T , we need to treat ‘T , with a tape of length n’ as a different A.M., for each n ∈ N.We denote these distinct AbstractMachines
by Tn. From 1. above, we may then write down the configurations of Tn, as Xn =⊎ni=0 Sn−iAS i.
Therefore, for example, the machine shown in Fig. 7 is in configuration (aba, s, acba) ∈ A3SA4 ⊆ X7.
9.2.0.4. Left and Right moving states. We formalise the intuition of left- and right-moving states in this language of
configurations, by stating that for a configuration x which is a member of the subset AiLAj, the next configuration (when
this exists) will be a member of Ai−1SAj+1 (note that this is not a definition, but is a consequence of the description of the
primitive evolution, below).
This allows us to identify the extremal configurations of Tn as the subset Q × An unionmulti An × Q . We will consider these9 as
the boundary∆Tn(Xn).
9.2.0.5. Evolutions of space-bounded Turingmachines. From (2), we have seen that the transition function describes the
behaviour of T on a tape of length 1. We therefore wish to write down a primitive evolution, as a partial function from X1 to
itself. Given that
X1 = AS unionmulti SA = A(L unionmulti R) unionmulti (L unionmulti R)A = AL unionmulti AR unionmulti LA unionmulti RA.
We may use the inclusion functions of Definition 20, and define the primitive evolution as P1 = inc(F ) : X1 → X1. From
the connection between the inclusion functions and matrix representations, we may write this in matrix form as
P1 =
 0 0 0 0frr 0 0 flrfrl 0 0 fll
0 0 0 0
 : AL unionmulti AR unionmulti LA unionmulti RA→ AL unionmulti AR unionmulti LA unionmulti RA.
9 Strictly, the extremal configurations form a subset of the boundary. However, from the description of the evolution, this subset is guaranteed to contain
all boundary elements that are within the domain or the image of some representation. The other ‘boundary elements’ that are not within the domain or
image of any representation play no part in any sensible description of the action of a bounded Turing machine (see Definition 5 for this distinction).
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It is immediate that P 21 = 0X1 , so T1 is a black box machine.10 Given that most entries of this matrix are zero, we draw the











We now need to interpret (3) above in our language of configurations and representations, in order to give the primitive
evolution of Tn, for arbitrary n > 1. We interpret 3(i). as saying that, given a computation b ;a of Tp, and a word w ∈ Aq,
thenwb ;wa and bw ;aw are computations of Tp+q. In terms of representations, we say that, for all η ∈ [Tp] andµ ∈ [Tq],
1Aq × η, µ× 1Ap ∈ [Tp+q].
We then interpret 3(ii) as saying that the primitive evolution of Tp+q is exactly the sum of the primitive evolutions of Tp and
Tq. That is Pp+q ∈ [Tp+q] is given by
Pp+q = 1Aq × Pp + Pq × 1Ap .




1i−1A × P1 × 1An−i+1 .
In general, this is a (2(n+ 1)× 2(n+ 1))matrix. The primitive evolution when n = 2 is




0 0 0 0 0 0
1A × frr 0 0 1A × flr 0 0
1A × frl 0 0 1A × fll 0 0
0 0 frr × 1A 0 0 flr × 1A
0 0 frl × 1A 0 0 fll × 1A
0 0 0 0 0 0
 .
Again, since most entries of this matrix are zero (although it is not nilpotent in general, so T2 is not a black box machine), it

















and in general, for the primitive evolution Pn of Tn, we draw the diagram
LAn ALAn−1j











· · · An−1RA *t
U
AnR
where the labels on the arrows may be deduced by the context.
Readers familiar with the Geometry of Interaction or Int construction will recognise this as a diagrammatic description
of the composition given by the (particle-style) Int construction — the above diagram appears in almost exactly this form
in [32]. There is indeed a very close connection between the GoI construction and notions of composition for A.M.s — we
briefly consider this in Section 10.
10 It is possible to consider a more general transition function for a bounded Turing machine, where the transition function on a tape of length 1 does
not describe a black box machine. This situation is considered in an appendix to [24], together with a translation between the two cases, given by the
particle-style categorical trace.
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9.3. Algebraic models of space-bounded Turing machines
We now consider algebraic models of space-bounded Turing machines, as defined in [24], and show that an ‘algebraic
model’ of Tn is exactly the top element of the black box semantics (|T |). Hence, it may be given directly, by using the formula
of Definition 22 to trace out interior configurations, as in Corollary 29.
Definition 31. Let T = (A, S, dir,F ) be as given in Definition 30, and letPn be the primitive evolution for Tn. Then 4 partial
functions, known as the computation relations for Tn, are defined in [24] as follows:
• [← n−] : AnL→ LAn given by
l′v = [← n−](ul) if and only if l′v ;ul
• [ n] : RAn → LAn given by
l′v = [← n−](ru) if and only if l′v ;ru
• [n ] : AnL→ AnR given by
vr = [← n−](ul) if and only if vr ;ul
• [−n→] : RAn → AnR given by
vr ′ = [← n−](ru) if and only if vr ′ ;ru.
We have already seen that T1 is a black box machine, so we may write down the computation relations for T1 as
[← n−] = frl [ n] = fll
[−n ] = frr [n→ ] = flr .
In what follows, we abuse notation, and (for example) refer to the computation relation [← n−] : Xn → Xn when in fact
we are working with the image of [← n−] : AnL→ LAn under the appropriate inc : hom(AnL, LAn)→ hom(Xn, Xn) function
of Definition 20. This is for clarity and (since the inc( ) functions are composition- and summation- preserving) the precise
mathematical statements are immediate.
Theorem 32. Let Tn be a bounded Turing machine, as above, with primitive evolution Pn. Then
(1) Each computation relation is a black box representation of Tn.
(2) The sum of the computation relations is the top element>n of (|Tn|) (equivalently, the computation relations arise as a matrix
representation of this top element).
(3) We may calculate>n from the primitive evolution by tracing out the interior configurations, by
>n = ResO(Xn)(Pn).
(4) We may calculate>p+q from>p and>q respectively, as
>p+q = ResApSAq(>p × 1Aq + 1Ap ×>q).
Proof. (1) By definition of machine representations in terms of the ;relation, the computation relations are machine
representations. Also, since their respective domains and images are contained in the boundary,∆Tn(Xn), they are black
box representations.
(2) The identity S = L unionmulti R implies that the computation relations have distinct domains (and images), and are summable.
Also, every boundary configuration within the domain of the primitive evolution is within the domain of this sum (by
the ‘if and only if’ in the definition of the computation relations). Therefore, as the primitiveness relation reduces to the
inclusion ordering of partial functions, this sum is the top element of the black box semantics,>n ∈ (|Tn|).
Finally, the computation relations arise as matrix components of a representation of this element via Theorem 17.
(3) The actual calculation of this top element (& hence the usual algebraic models of bounded Turing machines) follows
from Corollary 29 of Theorem 27. It is interesting to draw this diagrammatically using the conventions of Section 9.2 —
we have ringed the subspaces to be eliminated by the particle-style trace:
This gives a good graphical representation of the construction of>n as ‘eliminating all subspaces where feedback may
occur’.
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The construction of the computation relations for Tn then becomes a routine, albeit non-trivial, application of the




0 0 0 0 0 0
1A × frr 0 0 1A × flr 0 0
1A × frl 0 0 1A × fll 0 0
0 0 frr × 1A 0 0 flr × 1A
0 0 frl × 1A 0 0 fll × 1A
0 0 0 0 0 0
 ResASA=⇒

0 0 0 0 0 0
T 0 0 0 0 U
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
V 0 0 0 0 W
0 0 0 0 0 0
 = >2
where
• T = (1A × frr)+ (1A × flr)∑∞K=0((frr × 1A)(1A × fll))K (frr × 1A)(1A × frl)
• U = (1A × flr)∑∞K=0((frr × 1A)(1A × fll))K (flr × 1A)
• V = (frl × 1A)∑∞K=0((1A × fll)(frr × 1A))K (1A × frl)
• W = (fll × 1A)+ (frl × 1A)∑∞K=0((1A × fll)(frr × 1A))K (1A × fll)(flr × 1A).
It may be checked that this matches the computation relations for T2, as derived via a brute-force calculation based on
crossing number arguments, in [24].
(4) From above, it may be seen that direct calculation of the computation relations becomes very complex, very quickly.
Fortunately,>p+q may be calculated from>p and>q, as we now demonstrate:
Recall the definition of Pn as Pn =∑ni=1 1i−1A × P1 × 1An−i+1 . From this it is immediate that
Pp+q = (Pp × 1Aq)+ (1Ap × Pq).
By (2) above,
>p+q = ResO(Xp+q)(Pp+q) = ResO(Xp+q)((Pp × 1Aq)+ (1Ap × Pq)).
However, by definition O(Xp+q) = U unionmulti V unionmultiW where
U = O(Xp)× Aq, V = ApSAq,W = Ap × O(Xq).
Then, using the confluence property of Lemma 23,
>p+q = ResUunionmultiVunionmultiW (Pp+q) = ResUunionmultiVunionmultiW ((Pp × 1Aq)+ (1Ap × Pq))
= ResVunionmultiW ((>p × 1Aq)+ (1Ap × Pq))
= ResV ((>p × 1Aq)+ (1Ap ×>q))
by basic properties of the categorical trace. Finally, as V = ApSAq
>p+q = ResApSAq((>p × 1Aq)+ (1Ap ×>q))
as required. 
Confluence and compositionality. Note the vital rôle played by the Vanishing II, or confluence property of the trace in proving
compositionality of algebraic models in the above theorem — this is not readily derivable from the description of the top
element of the black box semantics in terms of transitive closure. Given the close connection between confluence in logical
systems, and compositionality in state machine models, it is very tempting to consider them as two sides of the same coin.
10. Conclusions, discussion, future directions
Hopefully, this paper has demonstrated that real, non-trivial, theory can arise from considering Abstract Machines, and
the interaction of the primitiveness CPO with the particle-style trace. The specific example of a bounded Turing machine
was chosen, because of the reasons given in Section 9 – and because the author is familiar with the previous construction of
algebraic models [24] – however, the theory was not constructed sôlely with this application in mind — Abstract Machines
are ultimately simply sets with a discrete notion of causality.
In terms of future directions, the refereeing process for this paper overlapped with the acceptance of a sequel paper,
[26]. The key points of this sequel are: (1) the primitiveness CPO is in fact a Scott domain, and connections to models of pure
untyped lambda calculus are considered, (2) the primitive evolution of an AM can be used to divide the configuration set into
the Cartesian product of ‘code’ and ‘data’ sets — purely abstractly, this is a natural way of constructing labelled transition
systems from unlabelled transition systems, (3) the code-data division need not be unique; rather it has a rich order theory
behind it, and (4) for certain classes of state machines, the split between the Alphabet and State-set is exactly this code-data
division of the configuration set.
There still remain a number of unanswered questions.What is certainlymissing is a general notion of composing Abstract
Machines. The bounded T.M. example given here has a nice description via the principle of locality, Section 9.2; however, it
is not immediate how to generalise this to arbitrary abstract machines in other categories, since this principle relies on both
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the Cartesian product and the coproduct (i.e disjoint union). A general description of composition, together with how this
interacts with the order theory presented, would almost certainly lead to a domain-theoretic interpretation of the (particle-
style) Geometry of Interaction or Int construction of [1,32].
With regard to the Geometry of Interaction construction, Girard’s original system [16,17] (a representation of linear logic
[15]) was based on the Resolution formula, which has been shown to be a particle-style trace. However, shortly after its
publication, this system was re-interpreted in domain-theoretic terms by Abramsky and Jagadeesan [2]. It remains to be
shown whether this is directly related to the domain theory provided by the primitiveness partial ordering.
The above question is a specific example of a more general question about different types of categorical trace. In [1], a
strong distinction is made between ‘particle-style’ traces, based on iteration, and ‘wave-style’ traces based on fixed-point
constructions. The canonical example of a particle-style trace is the trace on the category of partial functions (as described
in Definition 18) whereas the canonical example of a ‘wave-style’ trace is the least fixed point in a category of domains. It is
therefore highly unexpected that the particle-style trace also has a domain-theoretic interpretation.
A further, very natural, categorical approach would be to consider Abstract Machines that live in other categories.
The theory developed in this paper is entirely based within the category of partial functions on sets — extensions to
categories of either partial reversible functions or relations are straightforward, but an account of Abstract Machines with
configurations/representations taken from the objects/arrows of a general (presumably traced) category remains to be given.
A key future generalisation is motivated by the intention of modelling discrete physical systems by Abstract Machines. The
natural direction to take is thus to study ‘quantum Abstract Machines’. However, there are a number of subtleties. We may
take as primitive the idea of applying a unitary (or completely positive) operation to a configuration in Hilbert space (or a
density matrix) — as in either Grover’s algorithm [18], or the quantum Turing machine [13]. This gives a clear notion of both
configurations and the primitive evolution. In the finite-dimensional unitary case, we then see that no quantum Abstract
Machine may be cycle-free (since for an arbitrary unitary U : H → H , on finite dimensional space, then there exists N
such that ‖UN − 1H‖ < ). However, this is only part of the story. In Grover’s algorithm, a measurement is made (and
the computation terminates) after a fixed number of iterations — this is also the approach taken to halting of QM Turing
machines in [8], and two-way quantum automata in [33]. So, it seems that a (classical) clock that counts the number of steps
taken is an unavoidable part of the configuration space (we refer to [6,27] for such ideas from two different perspectives,
including the construction of a particle-style trace from unitary maps). Steps towards a theory of QM Abstract Machines
have been given in [28], but many questions remain to be resolved.
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Appendix A
In this appendix, we demonstrate that in general, most properties relating to cycle-freeness are undecidable.
Proposition 33. It is undecidable when an Abstract Machine is cycle-free, even when the primitive evolution is a computable
(partial) function.
Proof. LetM = (X,P ) be an Abstract Machine defined by some Turing machine T . The configurations are the set of all
specifications of the tape contents, together with position and label of the machine head. The primitive evolution is given
by the transition rule for the T.M.
This machine may or may not be cycle-free, depending on the properties of the Turing machine T . We now define a new
Abstract MachineMC = (Y ,R). The configurations and primitive evolution are given by :




(P (x), n+ 1) when x is not a halting configuration
(x, n) when x is a halting configuration.
It is then immediate that the machineMC is cycle-free exactly whenM, never reaches a halting configuration. However, as
M is specified by a Turing machine, this is in general undecidable. 
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Not only is it in general undecidable whether a representation or abstract machine is cycle-free, the same applies to
either the sum or composite of cycle-free representations:
Theorem 34. It is in general undecidable whether the sum or composite of cycle-free representations is also cycle-free.
Proof. We prove this result for the sum of cycle-free representations. The proof for the composite is similar.
Let M = (X,P ) be an Abstract Machine defined by some Turing machine T . The configurations are the set of all
specifications of the tape contents, together with position and label of the machine head. The primitive evolution is given
by the transition rule for the T.M. We assume that T is given as the natural generalisation of the space-bounded machines
given in Section 9.1, so each state (i.e. label on the machine head) is either left-moving or right-moving, and the direction of
movement is uniquely determined by the label on the machine head.
We split the primitive evolution into two distinct partial functions: Pl,Pr : X → X . These are given by restricting
the domain of P to configurations with a left-moving state, and right-moving state, respectively. It is then immediate that
Pl is a cycle-free representation, and similarly for Pr . However, by construction P = Pl + Pr and, as demonstrated in
Proposition 33, it is undecidable whether P is cycle-free. 
Appendix B
Much of this paper is about studying arbitrary Abstract Machines via the structure of their cycle-free semantics. This
raises the natural question of how much information the cycle-free semantics of an Abstract Machine provides about the
Abstract Machine itself – by considering only the cycle-free semantics, are we missing important structure?
Theorem 37 answers this question in the negative; however, we first require some terminology :
Definition 35. Let M = (X,P ) be an Abstract Machine. We say M is fixed-point free when y = P (x) implies x 6= y.
Similarly, we say that a representation η ∈ [M] is fixed-point free when η(x) 6= x, for all x ∈ X . Clearly, a fixed-point
free machine is one where the primitive evolution is fixed-point free. However, it in general, not all representations of a
fixed-point free machine are themselves fixed-point free.
We emphasise this is not the same concept as cycle-free. A machine is fixed-point free when the primitive evolution
never returns a configuration to itself in a single step, whereas it is cycle-free when the primitive evolution never returns a
configuration to itself no matter how long the computational path.
For an arbitrary Abstract MachineM, we can define the ‘largest’ fixed-point free analogue in a natural way:
Definition 36. LetM = (X,P ) be an Abstract Machine. We define the Abstract MachineMo = (X,P o) to have the same
configuration set, and primitive evolution given by
y = P o(x) ⇔ y = P (x) and y 6= x
i.e. P o is the largest fixed-point free partial function beneath P , with respect to the inclusion ordering of Definition 13.
Intuitively we may describeMo as, ‘M with all cycles of length 1 removed’. Our claim is now that the cycle-free semantics
ofM ‘provides enough information’ to reconstruct the machine semantics ofMo. We formalise this as follows :
Theorem 37. Let M = (X,P ) be an Abstract Machine, with cycle-free semantics [[M]] ⊆ pFun(X, X). Then the closure of
[[M]] under composition and (partial) summation of partial functions given in Definition 2 is exactly the machine semantics of
Mo = (X,P o).
Proof. For an Abstract MachineM, let us consider the set of all pairs SM = {(y, x) : y = P (x) and y 6= x} ⊆ X × X . Clearly
this is the same subset of X × X for bothM andMo, i.e. SM = SMo .
Each pair (y, x) ∈ SM specifies a partial function f(y,x) : X → X , defined by f(y,x)(a) =
{
y a = x
undefined otherwise.
This partial function is trivially cycle-free, so f(y,x) ∈ [[Mo]]. Now consider an arbitrary representation η ∈ [Mo]. For each
b = η(a), there exists a set of pairs
{(b, xk), (xk, xk−1) , . . . (x2, x1) , (x1, a)} ⊆ S
so
b = f(b,xk)f(xk,xk−1) . . . f(f2,x1)f(x1,a)(a).
Let us call this composite ηa. For distinct a, a′ ∈ dom(η), the partial functions ηa and ηa′ have disjoint domains. Therefore,
the family {ηa}a∈dom(η) is summable, and it is immediate that η =∑a∈dom(η) ηa.
Hence, we have expressed an arbitrary representation η ∈ [Mo] ⊆ [M] in terms of the composite and sum of cycle-free
representations. Note also that by Proposition 4, [Mo] is closed under composition and summation, so all partial functions
derived using these operations are representations of Mo. Finally, it is left as an interesting exercise to show that this
procedure does not work for any µ ∈ [M] \ [Mo]. 
The relationship between machinesM andMo has a natural intuitive interpretation in terms of how ‘halting’ is treated, as
follows:
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Halting, and fixed-point free machines. For various state machines (e.g. Turing machines and similar), a set of ‘halting
configurations’ is required to signal when the result of a computation has been reached. Although some arbitrary set of
configurations may be chosen to be ‘halting’ configurations, it is more natural to let halting be defined by the machine
behaviour. There are two immediate possibilities : a configuration hmay be a halting configuration when
(1) there is no ‘next configuration’ specified for h.
(2) the next configuration after h is again h itself.
Although the distinction is almost trivial, it gives rise to the important unresolved question of how to deal with halting for
quantum Turing machines [38] (note also that the ‘halting procedure’ for the iterative trace on quantum systems in [27] is
based on a variant of (1) above). In our terms, by passing from an arbitrary AbstractMachineM to its fixed-point free version
Mo, we are translating a machine following (2) into a machine following (1) — i.e. configurations satisfying h = P (h) are
forcibly removed to the boundary.
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